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SUMARY

During development on radio terrain clearance indicators work was
done to measure the rufleotion cotfficiunts from terrains expectei to
have the lowest valuos. The mbasurements were made ut a frequency of
1600 Mo/s. They deptnded upon the reeuption in an aircraft flying over
the terrain, of a signal transmitted vertically downwards from the air-
craft and reflected back to it.

The reflection coefficient of desert sand agreed with a figure
obtained earlier at 400 Mo/a. by other authorities. It ha4 buen oon-
s .ered to be the lowest reflection ooeffioient to be found from a:y
natural terrain.

MHasrmenta over barren frosen arctic torrain or sea covered by
several feet of ice produced reflection oooffioints equal to those from
desert sand.

Over terrain deeply frosen and oovored by deep snow and veetation
however, appreciab Ly maller refl ction coefficients were neasured.
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I.

..... Introduction

For an airborne iastallation, weight sie and power consumption of
aiy equipdent are loselr limited, espeoii when the equi nt s for
gneral installation. A terrain clearance indicator, as an ancillary
piee of epuilment, should clearly accept these limitations. s a piece
of" military equipment, however, it is required to operate to a proscribed
standard overiesy type of terrain, so that adequate power must be
produced. -

T he otrength of a signal transmitted from and received back in the
aircraft depends on the reflection oefficient of the terrain over which
the plane is flying. Since the trasmission is vertically downwards no

problems of plane of polaribation exist.

It was son, 'b calcultatn ony a simlfed sis a t arc ti

terrinlou. be sweuad had been wo such earre s ds 4t l ad
other autherties have made measurenents or e reo apntp at he0 M /su.
The value for the reflecttrn coefficient measured by us at 1600 X is-
agreed closely with that at c o/e . The figure fd e 10,000 o ma
would seem to be appreciably smaller.

Calculations were m e of the reflection oefficients of frosen
arctic terrains, and much valuable information was extracted from a report
by Dr. J.ASaxton3.

It was shown, by calculating on a simplified basis, thwt arctnc
terrain could be as bad as, or ven worse than barren desert. avail
able sources of U.S. mid Canadian inforvation were approached for results
of theory a e oenf arctic reflection coefficients, but no satis-
factory information was collected. It was therefore decided to make
actual measurements ovor sub-arotic terrain in Northern Canada in mid-
winter when complete freezing takes place te a depth of several feet.

2 n ethod of Me/T ra ont

The measurements of reflecton coefficient were made by onparing
the strength of a reflected sigr from a given terrain with a signal
reflcated fr t open sea. The figure for the reflection coefficient of
s water was taken i 0.8 a given n a the paper by Dr. Seaxton.

It was possible in moat oases to pake direct coparison with an
open water reflection. The desert measurements were made over coastel
send in the Sinai Peninsular. The froen ground and sea measurements
were made in North Canda, either near to Hudson Bay, where there is
almost always a wide open stretch of water, or ise lear to the ret
TAkes, where open water was also found. Further checks were made an
all occasions of the overall loop gai of the equipment in flight.

The equipment used was an experimental model of a terrain clearance
indicator working on a freuency of 1600 No/a. The transmitter produced
pulses of about 0.5 microsecond duration with a pulse repetition frequenm
of' 10 kc/s, The pulses refloated from the ground were displayed ana

cathode r y tube on a circua tim bae" an a radial-reflection.

The gain was chocked using an attenuator and a delay line of coaxial
c able of sufficient delay to allow the pulse to be seen outside Ushe tro

iheight break through pulse. Th attenuation of the cable was oorseeted
for teprature free the known characteristic* of the cable. Two levels

Swere chokhd at ful gain, to deterstno a pulse Which m J t limiting
~on the cathode ray tube, or a pulse which was Just visible above the noise.

4 3
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The met performanoe having been chocked, loasy amble of jawnt

attenuation and negligible delay was introduced nto the transmitter
or receiver oables to produoe a received pulse which could be cheocked
visually and set to a standard amplitude over open sea. Then, over a
terrain of lower refleotion ooeffioient, attenuation was removed by
known amounts until the received pulse was again of standard amplitude.

A different check was used on some ocoasions, when, with the
attenuation unchanged, the airc;raft was flown from one height over sea
to a different height over a seoond terrain to produce signals of
standard amplitude. Assuming a law of attenuation with height, the
reflection ooeffioient of the terrain relative to a sea figure can
again be obtained. The law of attenuation with height was assumed
to be a third power law, for reasons given later in Apendix I. These

The flying was mostly done at 10,000 feet or at 20,000 feet.

No great aocour cy was claimed for these measurements, but two
observers made a lario number of measurements, and the results were
repeatable to better than + 2 db.

3 Choice of Terrains

It has been known for a long tir. that the reflection coefficient
of dry desert was very low, being the extrome oase of the variation of
the reflection coefficient with the moisture content of a terrain. In
fact it has often been assumed that dr- desert provided the lowest
reflection coefficient to be found for any terrain. Moreover, since
desert areas have been frequently flown over for several years, this
fact has been of some importanou, and indeed many measurements have been
made in desert areas.

Figures had been quoted for the reflection coefficient of desert 1

at 400 Nq/s, but the reliability of this infcrmation was not known. It
was therefore decided to carry out measureaents at the frequency of
1600 M /I used by a terrain clearance indicator. Care was taken to
select an area of loose, shifting, and completely dry sand. It was
desirable that the area should be coastal so that a direct and rapid
oarism6 f sea and sand roflotio.s could be made.

A suitable area was loated on the north coast of the Sinai
Peninsular between Port Said and El Arish, and it wa there that desert

flying was done. The north African corat in eneral in liestone rock,
often by a little send but rarely by loose sand duies. Flying

me carried out over much of this area too fro 31 Alsmein to the
31 Adem-Benghasi area.

At the aome time as this flying progrm was carried out, in
Jun 150, preliminary considerations showed that low reflection might
be expeated frm snow covered, or frosen areas. Until recently there
was little or no flying done over Ahe arctic, but since arctic flying is
beoaming more frequent, it was decided to investigate the problem. It
we too late to arrange for a flying programme over arctic terrain In the
winter of 1950-51, and it had to be deferred until the winter of 1951-52.

A recent paper by Dr. JASaxton' treated theoreticlly the refleo-
tiep of radio waves from snow covered or ice covered trains for all
angles of incidence. It was shown that due to the vary low attenuation

4.
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in snow and iee, the medium below the snow and ice still played an ispor-
rant part in the behaviour of the terrain. The paper dealt with the
general case. The present survey was concerned only with the partiou-

lat ame of normal incidence, and it was found that a simple approach
could be made by treating the problem as one of impedance change, as
shown in Appenix Ir.

The calculations showed the following points,-

(1) Normal moist land, when snow covered, could give a slight
decrease of reflection coefficient if the snow was completely

(2) Dry sand covered by dry snow could give a reflection oooffio-
ient much smalor than the alres4 Uwfpla otiiu

(3) Sea covered by ice would have a refleotion coeffioient
appreciably lower than that for open water, but comparable
with moist land.

It was considered that in the arctic, where land and sea are
frozen to a depth of several feet, and where the temperature is very
low, e. g. -501C at the surfaoej the surface layers would be so om-
pletely frozen that no liquid droplets would remain dispersed thrnugh-
out the ice or soil. In such a case the soil could be considered to
have a similar reflection coefficient to the same soil if completely
dry, as the contribution by the frozen moisture content would be
negligible. Even if tht. turrain-was completely waterlogged, and then
completely frosen out, the reflection coefficient would be expected to
be still quite low. This condition might have a close equivalent over
the vast tracts of the arctic and sub-arotic areas of tundra or makeg.

It was therefore decided that a flying prcgraie should be carried
out over Northern Canada in the eoldest part of the winter to check'
these results.

The flying was done during January and February 1952 and mostly
from Fort Churchill on the S.W. shore of Hudson hay, Fort Churchill
being chosen for various reasons. It offered accommodation and also
the aircraft facilities of a heated hangar.. It was just about at
the edge of the tree line. To the north were vast areas of barren
gravel. - Inland were areas of muAkeg. Further inland was deep
forest land, and, of course, there was the ice of Hudson Bay. More-
over, in general, there is usually a stretch of open water, or lead,
to be found on 'llndson Bay for use as a omaparison. Although the Bay
freeses over completely, the whole ice asp moves slightly due to winds
and there is generally an open water lead %hich may be up to a mile or
so wide and many miles long. This is generally to be found near to
the coast and is mostly on the West side of the Bay, i.e. near to, or
North of Frt Churchill.

The measurements over ice were done in flights out towards Th
centre of the ice pack in Hudson Bay. Here the ice ae probably up
to9 ' thick, but with a very rough surface and much ice piled up. The
coastal ice would be 3 to 6 feet thick only. But even here the sur-
face was rough with huge pressure ridges where the ice was pushed up
to ridges many feet in height.

5.
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The areas to the North of Port OhurohilU and Iekimo Point to
Chesterfield Inlet had vast tracts of barren ground and shingle and
shallow lakes. As was typical of this sort of terrain, it was #wpt
by wind and as a result had little or isc snow cover, a few inches at
the most. As a result the whole area would be frosen to a consider-
able depth, i.e. several feet. In fact, being in the permafrost sone,
both gravel and lake would be frozen right down to the permanent frosen
layers. -

The muskeg areas too had little snow cover and as a result again
all the water pans and the earth oould be expected to be frozen down
to the permafrost level also.

From Fort Churchill the aircraft flew erose Canada to the lorth
of Lake Athebs* PAs on to, Eftebarse An AbZek Ibis ow
allowed meuements to be made over terrain*' s heavily woode
and contained a large number of lakes. There was a complete cover
of loose lightly compaoted snow some three feet or more deep. This
covered lake and land, and also, being different in texture from the
hard fine granular snow as found at Fort Churchi", it thiokly coated
all the branches of the trees.

As a result of the deep snow cover the ground was thermalll
protected and would be less cold, and frosen to a maller depth, than
at Fort Churchill. The ice on the lakes was les thiok than the &Wy
ice and also would be cmparativey smooth n the sutace.

Further checks on this type of terrain were made in flihte eon
the return journey from Fort Nelsen to fdmonton, and frem Ed onton to
Ottowa, using, in the latter case, open water of Lake 84perior for a
cmparison.

* s lsults

The figure for the reflection coefficient of sea water was
accepted s 0.85. It was also knewn that over taptcul glish mist
terrain the reflection coefficient us down relative to sea watersiabmut 4 to 6 db. There was, of coure, a greater decrease over d
sandy soils after a long spell of dry weather.

Desert Baud Dunes

Over the dry shifting sands at Sinai the decrease, cmpared with
a sea reflection, was approzimately 15 db.

lissura ts over the rocky desert of North Afris shaoed thatthe signals warp not quite so weak as from the loose shi/tit sMAS
and a ec artive figure of" 12 db would seem to be reasnal.

Reflections from the pack ice of MdM Sq wone 1 db lees tha
ropm q s; sea. The reflection frm te shn lee weat ofsi r

strength, the only difference being that th the peek le tb pI"e
was less steady and are ragged in she It is seem that this ftire
is considerably lower than the oslculations ndloated.

6.
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Both trpes of terrain seemed to give a reflection 10 - 13 db
down on sea. The value was mostly 13 db d on but ocoasionally the
reflected wave seemed to increase in strength. This vs probably
due to a somehat stronger specular reflection from smooth sheets
of ice itioh were sometimes very extensive, instead of the oustomory
mixture of gravel or muskeg and small ponds.

Inla&d Snow Covored Lakes

The reflection from the snow oovered lakes vas somwhat stronger
than from the roug sea ioo and was nbout 10 db down on sea reflections.
This may partly be due to the foot that the inland lakes being cor-

indicated that the reflection wa largely speoular.

Snow Covered Forest

This provided the weakest signals so far recorded and the value
was repeated each time flyint M0s done over such ground. The value
Tas consistently 20 db dovn on a sea reflection.

- The above results are oollected together, assuming the reflection
coefficient for vvter to be 0.85.

Terrain Reflection Relative Reflection Coefficient
to Sea as _-._85 for Se

Sea 0 0.35
Dry Desert Sand -15 db 0.15
Barren Desert Rock -12 db 3.21
Frozen Sea Ice -13 db 0.19
Smooth Snow Covered Lakes -10 db 0.27
Frozen askegand Grovel -10 db 0.27

to -13 db 0.19
Frozen Snow Covered Forest -20 db 0,08

5 ooluoA

The survey has covered all'terrains which were expected to give
very low values of reflection coefficient. Whilat it is expected that
heavily wooded 24ropeen terrsin or tropioalforests etc. toy well cause
a siigifioant decrease in the coefficient of orainsa' soil, it is not
expected that values as low as for aratic forest will be obtained.

It should be stressed that these low coefficients refer specifi-
Oally to terrain so colA that all moiatre content has been frosen.
Norml gsoc , am sad ice, even when apparontly well frozen, can tave
smL droplets of voter distLbuted through twi. This would tend to
increase the coefficient, so that measurements of snow covered surfaces
in U.. and Indeed in central Sre would, in general, have coefficients
of quite a large volue.
6 &kg, d,, t s

Ohe author wishes to thank the (inistry of Dfono for the voluable
assistance given 1W the Joint Intelligence Bureau in locating the moat
suitable desert and orctic terrain, thm allo mg advance planning to
be mde.
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The Canadan' Defence Rewvoh Board co-operted, In the carrying
out of he flights in Northern C by proving m Information
wA ssistaonce in pising the proprate. By arrnq for qiLdr.
*R. Greenay, R.C*A.Fo, of their Arotic Researoh Division to Join

the expedition throughout the flying proama, they provided us with
expert a cvie an arecti terrains ma conditions. Without thl. aemis-
taine it would have boon impossible to idea" the various types of
terrain under the diffioult fying- ocoditiona encountered.

The flights were carried out in a York aircraft from the Royal
Aircraft Istoblistment. Whilst in Oanada the aircraft ma attached
to the Ministry of Supply, Climatic Detsohisnt C.&P.A., Edmonton, Albort**

The we wa carried out under the gpduowe of Ur. VLHorwood

mental propee as wll an being responsible for maintaining the
equipment and installation.

P t Transitter power

Ps a Th poer in the mtod lc of arooeivr aerial at 0

Pu n The part of Pa useful in building up the peak of the
recoived pulse

G U Power gain of transmitter aerial, relative to an isotropic
source, In & direction normal to the plane of tie aerial

l(G )  The power distribution pattern of the transmitter aerial at
anangle a tothenorml to the aerial

6 - An element of area of the ground

h - The height of the airatt aboe the earth

d The slant distance from the aircraft to a point on the earth

- fte ratio of power re-radiated from an area 6 to the
power incident upon it

ft(a) a On aistribution pattern of th power re-radiated from themae 6a,

S a Tie power pin normal to th area 6 relatve to the vmlus
for Lfotie re-radiatLon

A a The equivalent aborbing ares of a receiving aerial

p a O polarisation, factor of te pomr, re-odiat4d from
tin areas

S ,~a O sence on te9 ~ be m he vertal fm the
plow ad the slnt Ut..@ at an angl a

a on Tei~sten"e equTivaet to con pulse length
8,
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In MM= (Contd.)

R a The volteg. ratio of refleoted to inoident fields, i.e. the
refleotion ooefficoent

x a The ooMlex relative permittivity of a medium

I a Trasmitter swvelength

1 H. Soh&if@el Die Blek risohen Hohenmesser far FThpo
Deutsohe Akademie fur Luftfrtforshung, 1943.

2 J.3. Clegg The Book 8attering of 3 am Rdio Waves from
The Earth's Surfaoe.
M Technioal Note T2132 June 1951.

3 J.A Sexton Refleotion Coeffioent of Snow and Ioe atVa. .P.
Wireless Englneer. Vol.27, Pageu 17-25, 1950.

At'moeds

Appendioe a I and II
Desohable Abstrsot Cards

9.
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Calculation of' the Law of t'ttenwation wih ei

frma ft 0- e Wt

A tronsadtter at 0 radiates
power Pt.

The gain in the direotion OA C
with respect to en isotropic source
is G, and the distribution pattern
is fl(a), where a is the angle
betmen 0A ad the direction under

Then the power received on an
element of area. 6 at A h

The power on a unit of ares/
sa at B- _____________

0 ~BA
a oosaP+ xG f(a)

It has been assued thot if enera from s dipole, or other plane
polarised aerial is inoidont on a surftoe which is rough, thwn the
scattered energy will hae a random polarisation and will be scattered
acoor ing to a suitdble lw.

Let te ratio of re-radiated to incident power at 6a be v ani
the radiation pattern be gE2(a), there g is the pin norml to the
surface. - Then the power re-radiateg from be at B in the direction
of 0 ad available at a mathed serial of equivalent ame A,

IiPtxao x or,(ehcx xr 2 (6) x A±.

But A t-f 4

'"
* Gan a ad snat mdIsa to OA is %t(a).

Also a polariaioui facor~ p ta be added, siiwe ti power re-
radiated from 6a in readomly pobri sed ma te serial is polarisa I&
onie p~i0.
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Power ~a LSa* l no an -r an t t load

P.a m P. x 56 06G%

. , 2 x G . ) x U0 0 ( ) , x2

• "" ". X 2 G-2 f2 (c) , 2 (a) ,

The owe rv ~ ed to n sr il at 0 from an am iulus of radius

A B a n- f wi t a r r i v e s p p1 * o xdm st e2 y f o n e , i

Now 6sa2. 6 r

But r mh tana.

.a , a ..oo2 .. a&

6a.m 27Ixh 2 tmasec 2 a6a

Pt.. 
2)2

0S P -.~ 2 9 S 1 ) = -m 2 x h m a s c e 6

2

3Wf 2 (a) ts . 8

Nt a

* Pt~
*G2 

g 2

32%2~

W ad & nA 1due
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Pe - £ g2 (a) f2(') ) a

Thtotal power rexme to the aeral as 0

.KG2 g f2a•w )r f2(a) 6dtrs) )os

oertain faots am of Interest. This is a resonable aproxstion,
tor dipole and refleotor conform very olosely to f1(a ). oos2(iower).
A single slat serial behaves as fl(a) a oos a sppro i tely, ihereas
the raiati frem a aouble slot serial is not tar from thw lo
t(a) - oo., .

Moreover, re-radistion from a flat surflea rough oompared with the
mwength in given an f 2 (a) a ocs a (Lambert& Law).

*. Totalpowersavilable Pea K2 "Gouan 6d

1Ii

dwer e i ** erial polar diegrm is G co da and the growd matter-
Ing is S ocsa n 2m

(n +.3) h2

flu Ohe total -o02 wVM242. Is as2wo p'spoxkwml to 44 a
A be sWeete4

la Vi uls .ltS.t my the pour %bisk arrives at %ae reoera
itMa tie pulsevialb ti. of the earliest mUm of asiw Is as

W4 34A to *0 3wtaeid plus.

OsuAI~s he I"st usefti sm.w to be tmubed from an Noe at

pul w1~lh .2apy (fa 44 A m puloea a IN fet). ibm the
usefu SL*3 pow 2
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Iu , XG2 g 04~ &a
d4-4

,3.2 (n11

-(n+.3)
Now msonb

(a 3) (n + IW 2  (n +3) (n 44) (a ) 3,

1m v.ams %ten b v) a m for =&21 vales of n, **=ae efs
w. soomd am negUSibi. *M

+)*-(U+3) x3

K G2g 3)

w32 -x2 G

Bo Mat for a1 be1ghtse z b )-3 a Ii tten"mUas vih bLgbt
foflowa *Ara "oW 1*wo
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The refleotion ooeffi ients of radlo wvej from gn or Los
covered terrains have been calulated 1 .Sextoe for ol angles of
incidenoe. In deoling with the enerl cae, omplex optie
reflection forml. wre used, and it wa oonsidered toat f norm
ncidenoe, results oould be obtained using impeanoe disontinuities.

The folloing data ws eztoted from the article y Saxton and
s used s a basis for the coaculations.

- 0.85

Oop3l permittivit. of wovealeO land 31 - J2

sea voter 88 -367

" L4 05

The IntinsLc Ipedane of a meium of oOmlex permittivir K in

.! o!s

so Wate X + A.5obi v ae~+,eme .,aP sv

a .TM we~mSm oftlo bficisit R for nwwl Inoidezme at the boixndaq
of twoso& edaof Impedeaoes 5. ad Z2 is give by

Ow. refleefdn oeffitonts f r safnr2m ow s slt/uw bwmari7
on b obt mA £lsot2.m.

t ow m e m oe Its mdi. in wvl, it i mes to

to * dsp* of tim iaboix"Ast 1"~.

Aler UM depth ams U allow d fm In tts w- to te use at s
o142e lapin, s a void*** effz m it . be mem to be meo"Llulsm tool&cu A%. Uka " minidsm oemz~m t WOMI
of belt ofeleagt o" Itts thIss ea the Istumdto.s 2qew.
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t, Woto ~o sd

W h eu o ie n s he o nse o f ar , L os I o n t 0 . a I t
is clam tUotp 0t the wav* gth :IS i rth@)o5 wii11 at rll
ti... be wrm*; oompaed with a mvelmgt, aM urwefori theremaltst
refleotim ooefficient ill be an vivge vo1ue.

aonsider vosriu sile *aes of mu disomtimai

1. Ai to Io Z air a 377 L.s ea 216

-377 216
R a0.27

377 21

2. Air to ow Z ow 320 for ll opated maw

a W 0.08

The attosn ioui twwx& eop Loo is =&22, aid through deep snow
is neeligibles, so thst it will be expe o that In those oses the medium
below the snow or ioe must asmays be oonmcidoL.

3. A~irto Avrose Len len a1m 212

R W 0.5%

4. Air to i z n -36

R a 0.83

So Air -Snw - Lead

a impe*&=* of aveie lma 112 * 0 ,wil b savsd thb'aA
various 2oes. depths of -mot Iqpodoe,e W2 .1w. rho 2=dl Imedsne
aomllA to tat of mw in 0.35 3.03. Sow lelurMwe ot tm uMe
mow mrftm i11 wry trm 32D x 0.35 - 112 cim *n h depth Is em o4

Wmof %VAto 320 x 0.35 - 90 duo m th depth Is an sm tabe
%t A.

T11080 V~b Oftus OWNUM .i.Ie d i ti0 UZ Sepudu Of 37n

M U . o as for Ibe r Oaas

a, - * os

tom ftome atres a va bues 0.83 ou...

IS
0*26+ X . ?S valev*m "anl" "Aboe fulI
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1A both came the average value shows a decease, but In nmither.. ecase in it var much smller. L.+

7 Air - Snow - LeAd under antic conditioas

If land is intense y froen to a oonsidable depth it is om-
sidered that, ". all the moisture present in the sol1 is in the fom
of ice partioles, the behaviour of the land will be oomparsble to that
of desert there similarly no moisture is present as such. It is

rsed, however, that it is Iperative that no moisture, as suh,
ust be present, ther in the land or In the snori or ice cover.

Thus, if the reflection coeffilent of frozen shctio terrain
is assumed to be similar to that of desert sand, i.e. 0.17, the
iipedaoo is 2J7 ohms. When this is normalized to snow impedanoe
it becomes 0.83.

The Wreleotion coef icient hon the trensfomod iampeaoe .s aI~ ~ OX toi La 17 a01s tea' SANe OW-L4 w, wa b ed.
But when the minim= Impedane is calculated, it is seen to be

0.01. So that the average value can be quite low, of the order of
0.17/2 or 0.08. This condition will ost *enever the impedances
of the snow or ice layer and the impedance of the l nd are mcb that
the intermediate layer sts as a matching transformer i.e. whenever
Z(Le or snow) - j377 x Z la.
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?"eSO Istret cail. ans Inserwe in Rd Rep" a d To"moal Notea for the Oasis.
as at Ltmsmn enA otaes *0 need to asintain a lacroetion bussx.

Dauhd cards ane aabses to t1W ease Soarls7 Iogletbos ag U. pat &OMAsn.
and a roord of their locaton shoud bo EMed onit09 Irdide iL the bsach o to us
parent saim.
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